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Abstract: Texture is an important visual attribute both for human perception and image analysis systems. We
present new structural texture similarity metrics and applications that critically depend on such metrics, with
emphasis on image compression and content-based retrieval. The new texture similarity metrics account for
human visual perception and the stochastic nature of textures. They rely entirely on local image statistics and
allow substantial point-by-point deviations between textures that according to human judgment are similar or
essentially identical. We also present new subjective testing procedures for objective texture similarity metrics.
We identify three operating domains for evaluating the performance of such metrics, each of which has
different performance goals and requires different testing procedures. Based on the new metrics, we present
matched-texture coding, a new texture-based compression approach that is able to exploit texture redundancies
for significant compression gains without loss of visual quality. We argue that it achieves structurally lossless
compression, whereby the original and the compressed image may have visible point-by-point differences, but
have similar quality and both could be considered as original images.
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